Baton Marching, Coaches

Burton wins IM wrestling

By Steve Winter

Burton House "A" capped the IM wrestling tournament with a surplus of eleven points over nearest competitor, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. The match was won by the consolation rounds with three third places and two fourths, which included the surpassed SAE and defending champs Beta Theta Pi.

In the 195-pound class Steve Ericson '69 of DZ easily ousted the finals for the first three opponents. Marc Menkes '66 of SAE took the final, reversed and pinned down the second foe in 34 seconds. After two sudden deaths, which were won by 2-2, Burton was defeated on the 2-2 by Greg Rearden '66, who then defeated the final match, pinned his second foe in 47 seconds. Down 3 points in the semi-final match, he reversed and pinned his third foe in 49 seconds. Between Passage '68 of Burton, the finals were against Greg Stegner '66 of SAE. The former narrowly reached the finals as he was again cut down on a 30-1 victory over Dave Frank '67 of SAE. Maschke, holding a 3-1 lead, was downed in the last period. Thus, three decisions, was down 9-0 when he was pinned half way through the third period.

Matchdress Whites

Perhaps the most exciting match of the day came between Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Omicron Delta Kappa. The dual of the day was between the Silver Twins, Greg and Steve Stegner. Greg was defeated by the Alpha Twin, Joe Lurie '66, after an escape. Greg then reversed his opponent and then pinned him in 1:17.

In the consolation for third place, Bruce Ericson '69 of FXD defeated Dave Frank '67 of AEPi.

Burton strengthened its lead as Richard Griesbacher '69 of SAE, Bryan Crocker '68 of Burton, and Mark Graham '67 of Burton placed first with 58 points. Burton placed first with 58 points.
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